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RURAL POVERTY IN WISCONSIN COUNTIES

William E. Saupe and John W. Belknap

Of the approximately_400400_ Wisconsin persons who,lived,in poverty at
the time of the moSt recent_census in_1180,,150,000 lived on farms anditli_
rural ateas,- Nearly_14_percent,of_farm persons were in poverty_at that time
COMpared With about 8 percent of rural nonfarm and urban persons.

_Statewide-data-are-not available_td_dOCUMeht_the_changes since,then,
but national data show thatithe theidence of poverty_among farm persons
increased 4,6 percentage pciiiits_from_1980_to,1982_(from-17.5 percent_t0 22.1
percent). Povertylamong nonfarm persons_increased-about oneiperCentag-
pOint_per year; Since_1982, the-farm income and financial_situation hes__
worsened; Rural communities were adversely_affetted by_tne Unusually high
unemployment_from 1981 to-1984.- While_Current poverty_data specific_for
Wisconsin cannot be-provided, itLit_tlear_that rural poverty in Wisconsin
counties continues tO be a Significant problem.

Ptiverty_in_our_nation.is_an-undesirable-condition. that can_be_thangeth_
In Working_toward_that- goal it-is useful. to 100k_ativariOus_subgroups.of_the
poverty population, breaking_it down bt_tharacteristics_that_are_associated
with_a)-the causes of-poverty,..dr_bYdifferent_responses_to poverty programs
and policies.- -Examining the_forMer_may_help.us explain,OyipovertyexistS,
and-thus_provide:insight into.how it might_best_be prevented_or_CUred The
lattet_may_lead toward more effective alleviation of poverty'S tymptomt and
the distress it causes;

Poverty is a national issue, So MUCh Of_.1,e_pubilc_response,is through
Federal programs and_pOlitiet. But_state_and_local units_of government_are
also concerned . and:respond to_poverty_probllms _Irl_this report we fOCUS Oh
the tireumttantet in rural Wisconsin and in Wisconsin counties.

We_search for insights-into Wisconsin-poverty_by looking_separately,at
rural nonfarm, farm,-and-urban familiesandipersons.__In_Wisconsin,_ rural
areas-have-a-higher inCidenCe_cif poor_famIlies_than_urban,areas, We also
look_for-differences_associated_ with.age.or sex of the-householder, wlth

with_receipt.of_Social Security or public welfare benefitSi
and With labor force participation.

__This report-on poverty in-rural Wisconsin_contains_five sections.
Section-I_describeS the SighifiCatice of this_report, especially for some
tYpesiOf potential titers. Section_II_contains_a-description of-the-_
Setdndary_data_sources_used and_some keY:definitions._ SeCtiOn:III_it
ftitUted_oh_fural poverty_In terms of number_of perSOns and_faMillet,
location_in_the-State, and changes over_tiMe.__Section_IV_Contains_poverty
levels_by-age, employment statUS,__reCeipt_of_Social Security,andtor_public
assistance and by joint fredUencies of_combinations_of characteristics. A
summary and the references are reported in Section V.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Significance of Rural Wisconsin Poverty

* The_rural poor_ tend_to_be_widely_dispersed geographically among all
rural_residents.- They lack the visibility and-the public awareness that is
created by-an-urban area of concentrated poverty. Thus the rural poor are
often overlooked by their more affluent neighbors.

* Mean_and_median income_levels_of rural_ households are_lower than
those of urban households._ In addition,_the mean-income deficit .=E_the
added income needed to raise-a poor family-to just about-the poverty-level
,== is larger for rural poor families-than for urban.familtes (about $4,000
for arfarm-famtiy in poverty:, about $3,000 for a rural family in poverty;
and about $2,650 for an urban family).

*Many of_the rural poor_are self-employed, particularly as farm ,

operators, but in small-businesses in the-rural communities-as well. As
self=employed persons they are not eligible for some major Federal
unemployment and welfare programs, regardless of income level.

*Per unit_welfare_program costs_tend to be_higher in_rural_areaL than_
in urban,_ because of the dispersed clientele, thus providing less relief per
program dollar.

*Many rural residents are_employed_in:highLhealth-risk_occupations
(e4.._, farming; forestry). These people also often have lower health
status,_fewer_medical_services ane_less health insurance_coverage than do
urbavresidents. These_are particularly difficult circumstances for the
economically disadvantaged.

*Community attitudes toward provision of support to the poor and
recipient attitudes about receiving welfare may both contribute to
relatively low use of existing social welfare programs in rural areas.

*Public costs and payments-to-farm-operators-from-Federal farm
commodity programs are highly visible, but are not-designed-to-raise the_ :

income:of_low income farmers. Benefits are_generally.distributedin direct
proportion_to theisize_of:famand_only_to_producers of the commodity of
interest; not to the low income farm population,

B. Use-Ts-of-Ms-Report

-Many citizens are unwilling-to enjoy individual:affluenceLwhile their
rural neighbors_wrestle:with_seriouseconomic_hardships,_ The_following
groups may be particularly interested in Wisconsin's rural poor:

* Extension educators for whom low income rural families constitute a
clientele who could greatly benefit from assistance, but who require
specialized teaching methods and instruction.

* Local governments, public service and welfare agencies who must
overcome the problems of identifying low income families and reducing the
relatively high per unit cost associated with a widely=dispersed audience
that has not historically used their services.



* Legislators and state and Federal program managers who must identify
and respond to a serious need from a constituency that is largo, but neither
well-organized nor vocal.

* Rural clergy and churches who may find that the poor are with us
always, not just in far away missions, but also in their own parishes or
communities.

* Pettont in business and others interested_inlcommunity deVelopment,
who Would gain from increased local income and spending;

*,Agricultural londerS, whO must_understand_the expenditure and debt
servicing_problems Of low income farmers in order to responsibly evaluate
credit requestt.

11. SOURCES AND CONCEPTS

A. Data SOW-des ancrComparAbiltty

_The_priMary objective_ofithisistudy was to describe rural_poVerty_in
Wiscodtin in a manner useful to the large_nUmber_of_persons, concerned about
this continuing issue. Earlier repOrtt_were based_on 1964,Census,of
Agriculture:data (1),_1970 CenSus_Of Papulation_data,(2)and,data from-
Bureau of-the census_surveyt, Current Population Surveys (CPS), and a 1976
national survey Of Income and Education (SIE)(3).

The 1980 Census of Population is the primary data source for the
revised material and new, descriptions of rUral poverty contained in this
report. The data were available from published reports and through tape
files acquired by the Applied Population Laboratory, University of
Wisconsin=Madison and University of Wisconsin-Extension(4).

The comparability among the many data sources was adequate, especially
for the Census, CPS and SIE. A report released in January 1978 dealt
particularly with the accuracy and-compardbility of the SIE in relation t)
both the CPS and the 1970 Census (5). It indicated a strong agreement on
estimates betWeen the CPS and SIE, and furthermore, that the SIE and Census
were essentially comparable in their measurement of the distribution of
poverty among states.

The information from the 1964 Census of Agriculture used in preparing
the analysis of poverty-income farm persons in Wisconsin consisted of
averages by size of farm classes. While not derived from a sampling of
persons on farms, the averages are comparable with information taken from
the other three sources.

The_ 1970- Census of POpUlatiOn_data were_obtalned_by_the Bureau-of the_
Census-through-5 and:15_percent_samples of_the population. -A:questionnaite
was-deliveted_by_Mail_before_Census_Day, Apti1,11, 1970;:and then tetUtned_
byi_the taied_meatit_ The_urban population consisted 0f all_persons_liVing In
urbanized_areas and-In-places of 2M0-inhabitantt or more. The population
not so classified constituted the rural population.

:The farm popUlatidn'in:1970_was defIned,as rural_residents_living,on
(a)_ten or_more acret wIth150 or_more in_sales,of farm prodUCtS4 Ot-(b)
acreage less thth ten acres but farm product sales over $250. In 1980 the



definition of farm was changed to include places of at least one acre
selling at least $1000 in farm products annually.'

The Current Population Survey (CPS) is a monthly inquiry dEaling mainly
with_labor force data. Each March, however, supplementary questions are
asked concerning cash income and work experience for the previous year.
Approximately 47,_000 households were in_the sample. A larger_survey, the
SIE, was mandated in order to estimate for each state the number of children
in poverty families, the distribution of income and other related
statistics. The methodology of the CPS provided the essential framework for
the SIE. In all, the final SIE sample consisted of roughly four times that
used for the CPS. The residence categories of farm-nonfarm,
metropolitan=nonmetropolitan and central city residence which are
fundamental to this analysis were identically defined in both the CPS and
SIE.

B. Definition of Poverty

Lay persons and scientists-have_provided many definitions for_the
elusive-concept-0f pOverty.____Defining poverty_as_a_meaturable level_of_need
is_SOund_bUt_diffIcult to implement_..._Family income_level_has_become,the
MOStWidely.tited benchmark_by_the government for:classifying people-as-
poverty-stricken_or_not.___ Pover_ty=tbrestold4 based on income have_added.a
quantifiable dimension for determining the number-of .poorin our sotiety.
In this_ report we used these-Federally-established guidelines of farniiy need
for determining poverty levels.

-The Federal formula_has_changed_over_the,years_but_since 1964_has been-
bated_on_the_cost_of_a=nutritionally _adequate'Aiet-and-the assumptiOn that
food_costs_were_one-third-of total-family living costs (6),_:Subsequent
published-reports concerning poverty used_this formula_adjusted_annuallY to
reflect changes in-the cOntumer price indexi a broad-based measure of
changes in the cost of living.

The_povertyincone thresholds_ for_1979,in-Table 1 are-computed by the
U.S.__Bureau of Census. The-standards are weighted-for-familysize_andiage
of.the head of thehousehold. _For example, a family_ofifour must receive
income of less-than-$7412 per year in order to be'classified at below the
poverty level ih 1979.

The leVel of living_provided_under the:poverty:definition allows_only
_

56 cents_per-person per-meal ($1.68 per:person per day_for_three mealS) plUt
$3.30:per person:per:day for clothing, health,:auto expense, recreatiOni__
education and-all-other cOmponenttiofifamily_living_expenses_.__VieWed from
thiS perspettiVe_it_becomes clear_that_the_thresholds_i_although_they_may:
VieMiarbittary_represent a_wery_ disadvantaged economic_situation for the ,

faMily. Therefore,_this_studyhas_adopted the,imperfect but useful Federal
juidelines to measure the number of economically disadvantaged persons ih
rural Wisconsin.

1 The change in definition dropped all "farms" with less than $1000 in
gross sales and all "farms" of less than one acre. These were likely
part-time farmers with nonfarm income. The effect of the change in
definition on the incidence of farm poverty is not known.
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Table : Federal Poverty Threshold Inr:ome by Family Size and A e
of Head, 1979

Family Size Age of Head Poverty Thi-ethold

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 or more porSOns

under 65,
65 or older

under 65-
65 or older

all ages

all a-110S

all ages

all ages

all aps

all ages

all ages

$ 3;774
3,479

4,876
4;389

5;787

7,412

8;776

9;915

11,237

12;484

14;812

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (7):



C. Comparing Poverty With Average Income

If we accept_the_concept_that_there_is_someAdnimum_level of_family
income_necessary_to provide_for_the_basic.needs_of_the_family;_the_next
questionis whether or_not_the_budgeted levels presented in Table l_are
appropriate, ,Using them; who-would be considered-poor-in Wisconsin? Are
the budgeted levels so-high that rural Wisconsin families that are
reasonably_well offiwillibe_erroneouslyiclassifled_as being tn_poverty? Or;
are_they so..low that_it_is_not_reasonable_to_expect_a rural_Wisconsin family
to be able to live on income below or near the poverty level?

The-idea-of-"betng poor" implies-being poor compared-with someone
else. The-calculated. poverty threshoids.presented in Table 1-can be--
compared:With:the average_incomeactually_received_by_Wisconsin_families_as
a subjective_test_of_the_reasonableness of this concept of poverty. Figure_

l_shows_the_poverty_threshold_income_and_two measures of central_tendency or
"average" income (the mean and median income received by Wisconsin families
in 1979).

-Urban families are-not-a part of- thisistudy_and areAncluded in Figure
1 only for reference, .For the urban familiesi, those..famtlies living in
places_of more_than_2;5004opulation;_the_mean_family_size_was_3_,23 persons

The__calculated povertylevel_income- for that famlly-size can be
estimated from-Table 1 to-be-about $6,161. This compares with the mean_

_

income received by urban familiis of $24,389.--In-other words, the-average
1ncome-of Wisconsin urban_familles surpassed_the budgeted:poverty
more than_118,000,_ Median_income,_the income at which half the families
were above and half below was $21;801;

All rural families-received-$21,871 mean income and $19,350-median-
income in 1979, compared with a-budgeted poverty-line of $6,372-fOr_their_
average familyislze, Jarm_famIltesihadimoreifamilyimembers on_the arerage,_
bUtihad $23;479 -mean income .compared with.a_budgeted poverty_level_income of
$7,103. The median income for farm families was $19;242 (see Figure 1),

-In 1979, the-average Wisconsin,famtly,had income more,than three times
as high as the budgeted poverty line. Most persons acknowledge-that a
family with income near-or below the poverty line would indeed lack economic
well-being when compared to the average,

III. NUMBERS, TRENDS, AND DISPERSION OF THE RURAL POOR

A. The Number of Rural Poor in Wisconsin

The_Bureau_of_the_Census_prepared_three_estimates_of_the_number_of_poor
persons_in_Wisconsin_as_a_part of the 1980_Census of Population; _From-that
data estimates were made based-on-income-below-75 percent of the Federal
poverty level, below-the poverty level (i.e., below 100 percent of the--
poverty level), and below 125 percent-of-the poverty level. -Thus, if-the-
Federal poverty_thresholds_presented_in_Table 1 seem_too_high_ortoo_low_to_
properly_reflect_poverty_in_Wisconsin; estimates_ofJhe number of persons in
poverty under two alternative measures are available;

The estimates from the Census data in Table 2 present the numbers of
urbadrural/farm_families_and_persons.___Rural Wisconsin residents:includes__
persons in places of 2,500 population or less, the open country side, and on
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Table 2: Families and Persons by Three Levels of Poverty, Wisconsin--1979

Farm aural Nonfarm Urban

(Rifted (%) (Number) (%) (Number) (%)

familial

All faMilies 71,653 == 375.758 767,612 --

Income less than 75% of poverty threshold 5,835 8.1 13,474 3.6 25,332 3.3

Iiit00 less than 100% of poverty threshold 8;401 11.7 23,586 6.3 45,153 5.9

IncOMe less than 125% of poverty threshold 11,508 16.1 37,649 10.0 64,073 8.3

Persons

All persons 282,307 -- 1,380,450 2,919;248 --

Income less than 75% of poverty threshold 27,10) 9.6 66,013 4.8 151,801 5.2

Income less than 100% of poverty threshold 39,277 13.9 110,440 8.0 248,096 8.5

Income less than 125% of poverty threshold 53.408 18.9 173,201 12.5 354,808 12.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. (7)



farms. All rural persons are subdivided into farm and rural nonfarm inTable 2. The farm population consists of persons living on rural places who
have at least $1,000 in sales of agricultural products in a normal year, and
rural nonfarm includes all other rural persons.

In the Census data a family consists of a householder living with one
or more related persons. The usual family is a husband=wife combination
with or without children. The related persons in the family may also
include a second couple, such as a_married son living with his parents, or
may include other relatives such as parents, grandparents or in-laws. By
the_census definition there were 71,653 farm families plus 375,758 rural
nonfarm families in Wisconsin in 1979. About 12 percent of the farm
families and six percent of rural nonfarm families had income less than the
poverty level that year.

The terms persons includes everyone living in families as well as
unrelated individuals; it excludes only those persons residing in
institutions. There were over 1.66 million persons living in rural
Wisconsin in the last census. There were_estimated to be 39,277 persons
living on farms whose income was below the poverty level plus 110,440
nonfarm rural poor. This was 13.9 percent of all farm persons and eight
percent of all rural nonfarm persons. At the same time, 8.5 percent of allurban persons in Wisconsin were in poverty. Of the approximatel- 400,000
Wisconsin Persons in poverty, about 150,000 lived in rural arev -d 250,000
lived in places with 2,500 population or more.

If a more inclusive definition of poverty is used that counts all
persons whose income was 125 percent of the poverty level or less, some
226,000 persons in rural Wisconsin were poor in 1979.

Chan:ges in Poverty Over_Time

Detailed_StUdiet Of_the Wisconsin population,_inClUdinj the_rural poor,
can_only_beimade_from_the_Cepsus of Populatia_data (OVery 10 years)-or with
very_expentiVe_special-surveys between theicentUtet3 The Most-recent
Census; that_taken-in 1980 to-refiect_conditiOns in 1979, is the hasit foe
current knowledge about poverty in the state..

Current4dVerty levelswith_benchmarks from-fhe past are_reported_in
Figure-2._ The_heaVy_continuous-line in_the middleidf_the_graph_shows-the_
percentage_of_all persons-in the-country who_Were ih_poverty, for-each:year
from_1960_to_1981. -This-information was obtained_from a large national_
surveyieach year and reliably-thows_year_toyear changes and trends._ At
shown in the-figure,-pettOns in_poverty_became.a_smaller pertentageof the
totalipopulatiOnAtitil_about_1969;-declining from-22_0ettent in 1960.,_A
leveling OLthe_trend_occurred in the decade Of-the teventies,_at about 11
percent, and_theincrease from 1978-to 1982 relict the general economic
problems of unemployment and inflation (8,9,10,11).

_ We-do not have year-to-year estimates for-changes in-pdverty_in
Wisconsinii_SO We-haVe to_rely_on the nationaLdata foe_ MajOr_trends_;_ We do
havereliable ettiMites_for-Wisconsin for certain years; however, and some
-Of these data are also shown in Figure 2.

The lower dotted line in the figure connects the estimateS in'1969,
1975 and 1979 for all persons (rural and urban) in poverty in Wisconsin, but
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does not show the level for the years between. The estimates do show that
the percentage of all persons in poverty in Wisconsin was below the
percentage in the nation as a whole in 1969, 1975, and in 1979.

The uppermost dashed line in Figure 2 connects the estimates of the
percentage of all Wisconsin fampeople in poverty in 1964, 1969, 1975 and
1979. The estimates for_1969 and 1975 and 1979 are based on census data and
are reliable for those years. The analysis of the data available for 1964
yields less precise estimates but the estimate is reasonable when compared
with national reports of farm poverty in that era. The darlied line
connecting the years thus does not show the year-by-year change but only a
general path (12,13).

In spite of the data limitations, the following points ererge: (a) the
percentage of farm poor in Wisconsin is higher than_the percentage of all_
poor in the state, (b) the percentage of Wisconsin farm families in poverty
is higher than the national poverty percentage, and (c) while the percentage
of farm poor is lower than in 1964, it apparently fluctuated during the late
1970's, and has not gone away. Poverty among Wisconsin farm persons in
considerably more prevalent than among the state population as a whole (see
Table 2).

C. Location of the Rural Poor

The rural poor are dispersed in substantial numbers in all areas of
Wisconsin. Rural poverty is not simply a problem in the northern part of
the state. The incidence of poverty and the number of rural poor in all
areas make it an issue of importance throughout the state.

The_percentage_ofJarm pertitins_and number_of farm persons (not of farm
familieS) withLincome_below_the poverty level are shown- by_cOUnties ih
Figure 3, and_for rural nonfarm persons in Figure 4. Shaded COunties are at
or above the state mean in incidence (percentage) ih 06Verty.

Percentages are lowestin the_tdUtheatt_third of_ the state anq
generally_in_counties_with (or near)_Major_urban centers. In terms 0f the
importance of_rural_poverty_tn_a particular county, it is importantitoinote
that_the_number of rural:persons in poverty can be large-OVen_though_the
percentage_that,is_poor is_small by comparisons Within_the State._ For
example,_in Dane county only_8_perCent_of_the fatb_persons were in_ poverty,
but because itis a_heavilyipopUlated fat-Ming countythat_small percentage
involved 882:persons:_(see figure_3);_ That_is more_ persons in poverty than
SOW-al:counties combined_in_northern Wisconsin, where the incidence
(percentage) is higher_but,the_population much more:sparse.

Now we turn to the characteristics of the rural pOor in Wisconsin;

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RURAL POOR

A. The-Distribution of Poverty by Age

The incidence of_poverty aMOng farM_Pertons is higher_than that of
urban or_rUral-nonfarm_residentt in WisConsin; In 1980, the rates of-
poverty were 13;9 perteht foe fam_fi percent for rural_nonfarmi_and 8,5
percent for_urban residents; Though the farm poverty rateiis higher
overall, the poverty rate of the three groups varies aintiderably by age; as
shown in Figure 5.
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Note how the rate of poverty for farm residents varies by age in the
figure. The rate of poverty for farm children up to age 17 is alarmingly
high, with nearly one out of five farm children being poor. The farm
poverty rate is lower for_young adults age 18 to 21 but rises sharply to
15.3 percent for adults aged 22-39 years. Reasons are unclear, but this
latter group would include young, beginning farmers who have not firmly
established their farm business. As recent farm entrants, they may have
large debt-servicing costs relattve to Ileir earnings and thus low net farm
income. The high poverty rates for this group and for the youngest children
(those up to 17 years of age) may be related, because this age bracket would
include the parenting years when such children are present.

During the middle years (40=59 years old), which might be expected to
be years of the highest farm earnings, the poverty rate among farm persons
is lower than for younger farmers. Nonetheless, it is much higher than
other rural people and is more than twice the rate for urban dwellers ofthe
same age.

Finally, among farmers age 60 and older;_the poverty rate declines to 9
percent, the lowest rate of all farm age_groups. IThisimay suggest_that
retiredJarmers living off their_asset earnings.i_Social Security, etc have
improved well being; _But there are_other reasons related to Census
definitions_-- that_would not necessarily reflect improved well-being
however. ,It is common for Wisconsin farmers who retire to either-move to
town or rent (or sell) their farmland but continue to live in their farm
house. But because they are no longer farmingi their farm_house is defined
as a:"rural_residence4" and they become "rural nonfarm" residents; Also; a
surviving_farm_widow continuing her_place of residence_in the farm house
would_also be considered a "rural nonfarm" resident; The low poverty rate
for farm_persons age 60 and older may be due to a shift of the retired
farmers into the rural nonfarm category. This notion is supported by the
poverty rate of 11.2 percent for rural nonfarm elderly, a sUbstantial
increase over younger rural nonfarm age groups;

If we compare farm_Ind urban poverty_rates, we find the farm rate
higher for all age groups, except for young:adultt age 18=21 years. For
those young,adults, the urban rate-of poverty jumps to 17 percent. Of thit
group of urban poor, almostitwo outiof_three persons are female. Many are
female heads:of household with children; a group for which the incidence of
poverty is high;

The rural nonfarm poverty_rates-show the least variation through the
age continuum-. As discussed above there is a-rise for the elderlyi which
mayireflect-_the movement of retired farmers-into this category. The high
incidence of poverty_among rural nonfarm elderly indicates that elderly
poverty is a significant problem in rural Wisconsin;

In summary, the data in Figure 5 show considerable variation in the
incidence of poverty by age. -Three groups among-the rural-population_which
are_mostiafflicted_with poverty_areia)_famchildren:age_17_and younger, b)
younger_farmers_age_22-39; and_c)_older nonfarm rural residents. Among
Wisconsin!s_urban,residents, the_high_incidence among the 18 to 21 year olds
may indicate the most difficult problem area.
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B. Children, Family Type and Poverty

Concerns about children in poverty may be based on the value that those
humans who are weak and unable to fend for themselves should be protected by
society, or they may be based on a financial concern that the children now
in poverty will be a major social cost as adults In poverty in the_future.
For both reasons, there is concern and interest that the investment in the
human resources of children in terms of nutrition, health, education,
training, and social attitudes will increase the probability that children
now in poverty will some day be productive adults.

It was shown in Figure 5 that the incident of poverty among farm
children was particularly high, with 18.7 percent of all farm children in
Wisconsin living in poverty in 1979. About 9 percent of the rural nonfarm
children and 11 percent of urban children were in poverty at that time.
This is explored further in Table 3 with census data on three family types.

The family types include a) families with a male householder (head of
household) with or without a wife present, b) families with female
householders with no husband present, and c) unrelated individuals. In the
first tWo types of families, the presence of children is also identified.
In all cases,_the distribution of families among those in poverty, those
near but above poverty, and all others As examined. Looking at family units
is important because public policies and programs against poverty will work
differently in different family circumstances. Prevention or cure will be
influenced by the presence of one or more adults who can work or share home
responsibilities, compared with isolated individuals.

Four major points emerge from Table 3. First of all, regarding
families with a male householder, there is a relatively low incidence of
families in poverty or near poverty among the urban and rural nonfarm
families. In addition the presence of children in such families has little
impact on the incidence of poverty. This is in contrast to the farm
families with male householders in which about 16 percent are either in
poverty or near poverty (8.7 percent + 2.9 percent + 3.0 percent + 1,3
percent = 15.9 percent). With farm children present, the incidence of
poverty is higher than without children.

Second, urban female householders with no husband present total
105,778, and make up about oneseventh of all urban families. There are
25,578 rural nonfarm female householders, who represent about one=twelfth of
all rural nonfarm families. There are only 1,957 farm families in Wisconsin
with a female head of household. Even though more than 20 percent of those
farm families are in poverty or near poverty, and as individuals they face
difficult financial circumstances, their small absolute numbers suggest that
programs specific only to them (as female heads of households) are likely to
be a relatively small issue on any public policy agenda.

This is a contrast to the relatively iarge in number of female
householders in rural nonfarm families and urban families in Wisconsin.
Among such families, the presence of children is related to a high incidence
of being in poverty, 24.2 percent of the urban families and 21.4 percent of
the rural nonfarm families. Relatively few female householders in rural
nonfarm families or urban famtlies are in or near poverty unless children
are present. This subgroup of the poor is particularily noteworthy because
of the great difficulty single parents face (either male or female) in
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Table 3. Distribution of Wi_sconsin families by family type;
poverty, and place of residence, 1979;

Farm
Ro7al
Nonfarm Urban

Familiet with itiato hOUteholde ' (number)

Familles_in poverty:
With related children
Without related children

Familtesnear_povertyb:
With related children
Without related children

All other families:
With related children
Without related children

69,696

8.7%
2.9

3.0
1.3

45.9
382

350,180

2.9%
2:1

1.7

1.7

51:2
=404

661,834

1.7%
1.0

.8

48.4
47.2

100% 100% 100%

Families with female householder, no husband
present (number) 1,957 25;578 105;778

FaMilies in_poverty:
With related children 9.9% 21.4% 24.2%
Without related children 5.2 2.6 1.3

Families-near poverty:
With related children 2;9 6.6 6.3
Without related children 3.3 1.5 .9

All other families:_
With related children 26.8 35;3 37:5
Without related children 51.9 32:6 29-.8

100% 100% 100%

Unrelated individuals (number) 9,531 116,705 447;147

In poverty 27.1% 23.9% 21;3%
Near poverty 8.0 13.2 10.1
All others 64.9 62.9 68_.6

100% 100% 100%

a Families with "male householder" may or may not have a wife present.
b Families "near poverty" had income between 100 and 124 percent of the
poverty threshold.

Source: Data from Table PB112, 1980 Census of Population.(4)
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providing childcare and maintaining a home in addition to providing
financial support through work outside of the household.

Finally, in Table 3 it is reported that unrelated individuals,
regardless of place of residence, suffer a high incidence of poverty, with
about one third of all persons being in or near poverty in all three
locations. Poverty thresholds for unrelated individuals in 1979 were a
little less than $3,500 for persons aged 65 and older and a little less than
$3,800 for persons under 65, which suggests the absolute level of
disadvantaged circumstances of these persons.

C. Employment Status and Poverty

Employment is an important determinant of family income and it might at
first seem that persons who are working should not be in poverty. This is
not necessarily the case, however, as part-time_or full-time employment at a
relatively low wage_may provide an annual income below the poverty
threshold. In addition, self-employed persons, such as farmers, may be
fully employed the year around but may experience low income or even
business losses and fail to generate an adequate level of family income.

The 1980 Census provides data on the employment :ratus of the person
considered to be the "head of the household" in families. In the Census
data, such a householder who worked forty weeks or more per year and who
usually worked 35 or more hours per week, was considered to have worked
"full=time". Less work effort than that was considered to have been
"part=time"-work. Additional householders were identified who did not work
at all in 1979. It should be noted that for farm houholders the
employment might have been either on or off the farm or some combination of
the two.

, A summary of:employment status-by-place-of residence-of the-householder
in Wisconsin-families is presented in Table 4. While "urban" and_"rural
nonfarm" b-oth define_only a_place_ofiresidence, the_"farm"_category_carries_
an additional implication of_occupation_as_well as place_of residence._ This
is_because; by_definition, for_a_rural place to be called a "farm", some
person-or persons-must have_produced $1,000 or more in agricultural
Products.- This-aspect of the definition is probably reflected in Table 4 in
the,relativelyilargeipercentage_of householders in farm-families who are
employed_full-time:at all degrees of poverty status, relative to urban and
rural nonfarm families;

Among families in poverty, for example, 78 percent of the householders
in the farm families worked full=time, while 29 percent and 17.6 percent of
the householders in rural nonfarm and urban families were so employed.

Among urban and rural nonfarm_families in poverty or who were near
poverty <had income between 100=124 percent of the poverty threshold), more
than 40 percent of the householders did not work. This is in contrast to
about 10 percent of the householders in farm families.

This difference has Implications for public policies aimed at assisting
the poor which should be examined. First, unemployment compensation based
on past participation in covered wage work would not help farm operators (or
other self=employed persons) whose past empioyment history does_not_include
wage work. Other public assistance programs for single parent families or
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Table 4. Employment of householder by poverty status and place
of residence, Wisconsin families, 1979.

Farm
Rural

Nonfarm Urban

Families in poverty (number) 8,401 23,586 45,153
Employment of householder:
Full time 78.2% 29.0% 17.6%
Part time 10.8 29.8 33.5
Did not Work 11.0 41.2 48.9

100% 100% 100%

Families near poverty' (number) 3,107 14,063 18,920
Employment of householder:
Full time 78.07o 33.2% 27.5%
Part time 12.4 24.7 36.2
Did not work _9=,6 -42.1 36.3

100% 100% 100%

All other families (number) 60,145 338,109 703,539
Employment of householder:
Full time 80.8% 70.0% 72.3%
Part time 12.1 14.4 12.3
Did not work 7.1 15.6 15.4

100% 100% 100%

a Families "near1 poverty" had income in 1979 between 100 and 124 percent
of the poverty threshold

Source: Data from Table PB110, 1980 Census of Population (4).

families in which the parent CT parents are currently employed would not
reach the householders on low income farms because of their fulltime (or
part-time) employment as a farm operator, even though their employment
resulted in an unacceptable level of family income.

Related to_the employment issue, but not indicated by the tables, is
that in three_of every five urban families in poverty, the householder was a
female with no husband presnnt. Employment is more difficult when only one
parent is present and this is reflected in 56 percent of such female
householders not working in 1979. This is a smaller issue among farM
families, as a very small percentage of farm households (2.7 percent) have a
female householder without a husband present . Among them about 40 percent
did iiOt work either on or off_of_the farm in 1979. Among female
householders_with no husband present, living in rural nonfarm areas, a
little less than half of those who were in poverty did not Work at all.

D. Social Security Benefits And Poverty

_Persons_who are_umployed-in wage work or self=employed perSOn generally
receive Social Security benefits after retirement or upon tUffering -certain
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kinds of disability. Benefits are a transfer over time from an individual's
employed years to a later time of reduced income. Social Security benefits
totalled $2.342 billion in Wisconsin in 1979, by far the largest single
transfer program. It accounted for 42 percent of all transfer dollars that
year. Census data regarding Social Security benefits and poverty are
reported in Table 5.

Of particular interest in Table 5 are persons whose Social Security
benefits put them above poverty levels. In other words, if their total
income had been lowered by an amount equal to their Social Security
benefits, they would have been in poverty. This included 13.5 percent of
farm householders, 32.4 percent of the rural nonfarm householders, and 24.2
percent of the urban householders.- A larger share of farm householders
(about one third) did not receive Social Security benefits at all. Farmers
decide for themselves when to retire, so reaching age 65 does not have the
significance as for a wage earner subject to employer retirement rules.
Generally, it is difficult, if not impossible, for a farmer to continue to
farm and to receive Social Security benefits. It would appear that a larger
share of householders on farms are not yet retired.

Note again_that "farm" denotes both an occupation and a place of
residence; a retired farmer who receives farm rent (instead of farm income)
might live in the same rural dwelling as before but by definition would no
longer live on a "farm". Many retired farmers who receive benefits show up
(by definition) as rural nonfarm residents.

Social Security was not designed as an income maintenance or welfare
program. Earners in almost all occupations and at all income levels
contribute to it during their earning years and later receive retirement or
other benefits. Thus it is not surprising to find many households (42 to 49
percent of all householders) who received Social Security benefits would
still have had above poverty incomes without that source of income.

E.

In contrast to-Social Security -- a social insurance program_that
requires an earner to transfer money from employment years to later
retirement years -- public_assistance programs involve grants_to persons who
are_deemed_needy. They are transfers from the_public (taxpayers) to
disadvantaged persons who meet the program criteria.

The Census provides-aggregated-data on-benefits-received'under three
major programs: Aid to Families-with Dependent Children (AFDC),
Supplemental:Security Income_(SSI),_and_general_assistance. The AFDC
program_was initiated in 1935_to__provide financial_help to needy children
deprived of_supportbecause of the death,-incapacity or-absence-of a
parent. -The program was-designed primarily-to-aid-families-headed by
women. In_Wisconsin families-may be eligible due to the:_father'_s__:
dnemployment.:_TheiFederal andiState_governments share the_costs_of the
program. It totalled $288 million_in_Wisconsin in 1979; the largest income
maintenance program after medical assistance.

Supplemental Security Income totalled-$155 million that year in
Wisconsin,- It-pays a nationally uniform minimumicashAncome to_needy_aged;
blind_or_disabled people _The_Federal_governments_share_of_SStis_funded
by appropriations; but in Wisconsin the program is supplemented with state
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Table 5. Relationship between-povertyiStatus and receipt of Social,
Security benefits for householders and unrelated individuals age 60
and older; Wisconsin; 1979.

Farm

Rural

Nonfarm UrbAn

Householders age_60 and older (number) 17;543 90;550 172,630
Received Social Security benefits:
Were in poverty 4.8% 5.6% 2,0%
Were above poverty because of_Social_Security 13.5 32.4 24.2
Were_aboVe poverty_without_Social Security 47.1 42.2 49.1
Did_not receive Social Security benefits:
Were in poverty 2.7 3 8
Were above poverty 31;9 18,__5

100% 100% 100%

Unrelated individuals age 60 and older (number) 3,802 55,231 146,147
Received Social Security benefits:
Were in poverty 14.6% 23.2% 12.9%
Were above poverty because of Social Security 26.5 42.4 44.7
Were above poverty without Social Security 33.7 20.0 25.7
Did not receive Social Security benefits:
Were in poverty 6.8 4.7 4.0
Were above poverty 18.4 9.9 12_7

100% 100% 100%

Source: Data from tables P6106 and PB107, 1980 Census of Population (4);

funds. General assistance is paid by state or local governments_to poor
families or individuals who do not qualify for other programs. Only state
and local funds are in this program, totalling $6 million in 1979. Taken
together AFDC, SSI and general assistance totaled to eight percent of all
transfers in the state in 1979. Their audience, however, is persons who are
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economically disadvantaged, and while their eligibility criteria may not
correspond exactly with the poverty thresholds, it might be expected that
these programs would mainly assist the poor. The census data reported in
Table 6 give some support to these expectations.

Selfemployed persons such-as farmers generally have difficulty meeting
the unemployment criterion of AFDC and the_retirement or disability criteria
of SSI. This is reflected in the fact that 96 percent of the farm families
and unrelated individuals on farms received no transfers. About 11 percent
of the farm families were in poverty and did not receive any transfer, as
well 1as125 percent of the unrelated individuals on farms.1 It should be
noted, however, that persons on farms are eligible for and do receive Food
Stamps, an important transfer program not reported in the Census data.

Ta_r_g_et_effi_c_i_ency is a means of describing how well a program's

benefits reach the group or target for whom they are intended. The Census
data are somewhat limited in this regard because the participation in three
programs is lumped together, the data 1do not suggest the amount received
(only that some benefits were received), and because the welfare program
participation criteria may differ from Federal poverty criteria. Some
contrasts do emerge by examination of the data in Table 6, however.

Families in poverty who received some benefits, but not enough to raise
them above poverty, ranged from .5 to 2.6 percent across the three places of
residence groups. These were part of the target group who were reached, as
well as those who received benefits and as a result were above poverty (from
.4 to 1.3 percent across the groups). However, considerably larger
proportions of families received benefits but would.have been above poverty
had they not received benefits (2.8 to 4.2 percent across the groups). For
that group, target efficiency might be an issue, i.e. assisting families who
were not targets, assuming that poverty threshold_income was the target. A
more precise evaluation would use the guidelines of each of the programs
(e.g. AFDC, SSI, etc.) as the target in looking at target efficiency, as
they may differ from federal poverty definitions.

_ Target efficiency may also be an issue for missing relevant families,
e.g., the families that were in poverty and did not receive any benefits.
These ranged from 11.2 percent of the farm families to 3.3 percent of the
urban families. There were even larger proportions missed among the
unrelated individuals. Reasons why farm persons would be missed (i.e.,
eligibility criteria) have been noted earlier.

V. SUMMARY AND REFERENCES

A. Summary of Description

The Census Tables illustrate-many perspectives which-can-be used to
describe rural poverty. This section recapitulates only,the starkest ,

findings concerning poverty using the following-perspectives: numbers of
poori_changes_in numbers_over timejigeographical locationi agei_family
structure; employment; Social Security receipts and public assistance.

--Number:- As measured in 1980,-six percent of-urban and-rural (nonfarm)
families hadilncomes at or-below the poverty level;,12 percent of farm
families or 14 percent of farm persons lived below the poverty level.
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Table 6. Relationship between poverty status and receipt of AFDC, SSI
or general assistance benefits by families and unrelated individuals,
Wisconsin, 1979.

Farm
Rural
Nonfarm Urban

families (number) 71,653 375,758 767,6 2
Received AFDC, SSI, or general assistance:
Were in poverty 5% 1.31 2.F7.

Were above poverty because of public
assistance benefits .4 1.2 1.3

Were above poverty without public assistance
benefits 2.8 3.9 4.2

Did not receive AFDC, SS1, or general assistance:
Were in poverty 1.2.105 3.3_
Were above poverty 85.1 88.6 88.6

1001. 100% 100%

Unrelated_Individuals (number) 9,531 116,705 447,147
Received AFDC, SSI, or general assistance:
Were in poverty 1.9% 2.5% 1.6%
Were above poverty becauie of public

assistance benefits 1.2 4.2 2.4
Were above poverty without public assistance

benefits .8 1.5 1.3
Did not receive AFDC, SSI, or general assistance:
Were in poverty 25.3 21.4 19.7
Were above poverty 70.8 70.4 75.0

100% 100% 100%

Source: Data from tables PB108 and PB109, 1980 Census of Population (4).



Over time: While the percentages of rural and farm poverty families
have changes during the last two decades, the percent of farm families below
poverty levels in Wisconsin was always above both the U.S. and Wisconsin
averages for all families. Although the percent of poor among farm families
has declined, it has generally fluctuated around 15 percent.

Location:- Farm and-rural-poverty are widespread in Wisconsin. -Rural

and_farm poverty rates above state-wide averages:occur only north and west
of_allne from_Rock to Brown__Counties_; But_rural and farm poverty Is still
a statewide problem. _While poverty_incidence rates are lower for the
southeast counties, these counties have high populations. So the absolute
number of poor families is large even in counties with the lowest percent of
poverty.

Age: Poverty ratios by age and residence fluctuate greatly, with
little pattern between areas (farm, rural and urban). 'Farm poverty is
greatest for children and least for persons over 60 (if retired, they are no
longer included in this farm population). Rural poverty is highest for the
over 60 group, perhaps because of the inclusion of low income, retired farm
persons. Urban poverty peaks during the early adult (18-21) age bracket,
declines during middle years, then increases over 60 years of age.

Family Structure: Three family types arc described: Male=headed
families, female single parent families and unrelated individuals; by farm,
rural and urban households. Three characteristics are evident: families
without children experience much iess poverty; rural and urban female headed
families with children have very large incidence of poverty (there are only
a few female headed farm households), and last, unrelated individuals have
very large incidence of poverty in all three geographical areas.

.

Employment: -Not-surprisingly-90 percent of farm houteholdersiatdor..
near_the povertylevel wOrked, while only about 60 percent of rural and
urban_poverty_famtlies hid any employment. Full-time farMing does nOt
guarantee an adequate income.

Social Security: The conclusions of an examination of the relationship
of Social Security to poverty by geographic sectors for householders age 60
or older are: (1) very few poor farm householders (18 percent) received
Social Security, while 79 percent were above poverty with or without Social
Security, (2) between 24 and 32 percent of rural and urban households were
helped out of poverty by Social Security. An additional 3 to 7 percent were
still in poverty with or without Social Security.

For unrelated farm individuals 60 years of age or above, about 75
percent received Social Security. For rural nonfarm and urban Social
Security recipients a very large percentage were helped out of poverty by
Social Security (42 and 45 percent, respectively).

Public Assistance: _The striking conclusion of the_relationship of
public_assistance_to poverty_level_is that few poor farm_families_received
assistance; likewise a-very smallipercent-of poverty level-unrelated
individuals were recipients of public-assistance. In rural and urban areas
much higher-_percentagetiof poor families and unrelated individualt received
some form of public assistance.



B. Rniar Reports and Sources of Data

The first three of the following citations are prior published reports
on rural poverty in Wisconsin. They are followed by -!atao sources used in
this report.
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